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Hi Lochi,

Here are my project summaries for the annual report. There are two files: one is for my own research projects, and
one is for the PQC project (which is joint with the computer security division).

Thanks, and happy holidays!

--Yi-Kai
________________________________________
From: Ronald Boisvert <ronald.boisvert@nist.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2018 5:38 PM
To: Division 771
Subject: Project Summaries for Division Yearly -- Your input needed by Dec 21

PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE MESSAGE.

Your help is needed to complete the second stage of compiling our
Division Yearly Report: Project Summaries. These are brief synopses
(e.g., 1/2 to 1 page) of projects active during the past year. They
are, essentially, extended abstracts suitable for digestion by the
broad scientific community.

THIS IS IMPORTANT ... ALL ACTIVE PROJECTS SHOULD HAVE A SUMMARY.
THIS INCLUDES WORK OF POSTDOCS, FACULTY AND ASSOCIATES.

It is OK (even preferable) to combine several related projects with
a common theme into a single project summary that can provide a bigger
picture of the overall effort. If the project is a joint project, then
get together with your collaborators and submit just ONE report. (We
can't publish two different descriptions of the same work.) Please list
all contributors as co-authors, including those in other NIST Labs and
external to NIST.

In your write up, try to answer these questions:

            Why are you doing it? Who benefits?
            What was accomplished in the last 18 months?
            What are the next steps?

Aim your writeup at a scientist who is from another (sub)field. Don't
assume the reader knows anything about your specific topic area.

Please include references to papers submitted or published in the
last 18 months.  And, provide a link if you have a project web page.

Your summary should be at least a half-page in length (using 10 pt Times
Roman font), and can be 2 pages or more if you are describing a body
of work. Graphics of any kind are especially welcome.

mailto:yi-kai.liu@nist.gov
mailto:lochi.orr@nist.gov

Quantum Information







An emerging discipline at the intersection of physics and computer science, quantum information science is likely to revolutionize science and technology in the same way that lasers, electronics, and computers did in the 20th century. By encoding information into quantum states of matter, one can, in theory, exploit the seemingly strange behavior of quantum systems to enable phenomenal increases in information storage and processing capability, as well as communication channels with high levels of security. Although many of the necessary physical manipulations of quantum states have been demonstrated experimentally, scaling these up to enable fully capable quantum computers remains a grand challenge. We engage in (a) theoretical studies to understand the power of quantum computing, (b) collaborative efforts with the multi-laboratory experimental quantum science program at NIST to characterize and benchmark specific physical implementations of quantum information processing, and (c) the demonstration and assessment of technologies for quantum communication.
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Daniel Smith-Tone (Computer Security Division)



NIST is currently engaged in a formal process to develop standards for post-quantum cryptosystems [1]. The goal of this process is to standardize one or more cryptosystems that could replace those currently-used schemes that are vulnerable to attack using quantum computers, including RSA, Diffie-Hellman and elliptic curve cryptosystems. These cryptosystems play a crucial role in Internet commerce and cybersecurity. While large quantum computers have not yet been built, NIST believes it is prudent to begin preparing for that possibility.

NIST is focusing on three main functionalities: public-key encryption, key exchange, and digital signatures. These are fundamental cryptographic primitives that enable a variety of applications, including secure web browsing, digital certificates, and secure software updates. 

There are a number of candidate cryptosystems that are believed to be quantum-secure. These are based on a variety of mathematical techniques, including high-dimensional lattices, coding theory, systems of multivariate polynomial equations, elliptic curve isogenies, hash-based signatures, and many others. However, further research is needed in order to increase confidence in the security of these schemes, and to improve their practical performance. 

NIST has solicited proposals for post-quantum cryptosystems, which were due in November 2017. NIST received a total of 82 proposals. Since then, NIST has been carrying out a first round of review, including both internal reviews by NIST staff, and public discussions with experts and stakeholders in academia, government and industry. In these reviews, NIST is evaluating the key properties of these cryptosystems regarding security, performance, and ease of deployment in the real world. 

As part of this review process, NIST organized the First PQC Standardization Conference, on April 11-13, 2018, co-located with the PQCrypto conference in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. In addition, NIST hosts the “PQC forum” mailing list, which has served to communicate a large amount of feedback and technical analysis on the proposed post-quantum cryptosystems. NIST is also carrying out independent research on post-quantum cryptography and quantum cryptanalysis [2,3,4]. 

In January 2019, NIST expects to announce a subset of the proposed cryptosystems that will move onto the second round of the standards development process. In the second round, these candidates will be subjected to further analysis, to prepare them for possible standardization.



[1] Announcing Request for Nominations for Public-Key Post-Quantum Cryptographic Algorithms. Federal Register, 81 FR 92787, Dec. 20, 2016.

[2] J. Ding, R. A. Perlner, A. Petzoldt, and D. Smith-Tone. Improved Cryptanalysis of HFEv- via Projection. Proceedings of PQCrypto 2018, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 10786, 375-395.

[3] Y. Ikematsu, R. A. Perlner, D. Smith-Tone, T. Takagi, and J. Vates. HFERP - A New Multivariate Encryption Scheme. Proceedings of PQCrypto 2018, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 10786, 396-416.

[4] [bookmark: _GoBack]S. Jordan and Y.-K. Liu. Quantum Cryptanalysis: Shor, Grover, and Beyond. IEEE Security & Privacy 16:5 (September/October 2018), 14-21.
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Pseudorandom Quantum States and Quantum One-Time Programs

Yi-Kai Liu

Zhengfeng Ji (University of Technology - Sydney)

Fang Song (Portland State University)

In our recent work [1], we gave the first construction for pseudorandom quantum states – quantum states that look “random” to an observer that is computationally bounded. These states have a number of important applications in quantum cryptography and quantum information science. 

First, pseudorandom states can be used to implement private-key quantum money, a natural cryptographic functionality which cannot be achieved using classical resources alone. In quantum statistical mechanics, pseudorandom states provide a simple example of how probabilistic ensembles on subsystems can emerge from a highly-entangled pure state of the universe. 

Finally, pseudorandom states provide a pathological example that demonstrates the worst-case hardness of quantum state estimation: despite the fact that these states have compact (polynomial-size) classical descriptions, and can be prepared efficiently (using polynomial-size quantum circuits), they cannot be characterized by any efficient method (using a sub-exponential number of measurements and a sub-exponential amount of computation).

Pseudorandom quantum states are related to quantum t-designs, which have been studied previously. Pseudorandom states differ from quantum t-designs in two ways: they are only computationally secure (not information-theoretically secure), and they can be constructed more efficiently, using logarithmic-depth (rather than polynomial-depth) quantum circuits. 

In ongoing work, we are developing more sophisticated techniques for constructing pseudorandom unitary operations. We expect that these will be useful for encryption of quantum states, and potentially for quantum algorithms.

In addition, we are continuing to develop theoretical proposals for quantum implementations of one-time programs. These are trusted computing devices that perform a pre-programmed computation exactly once, and then self-destruct. One-time programs can be used to perform actions that should not be repeated, such as spending a set amount of money, or casting a vote in an election. They can also be used to protect mobile devices, such as smartphones or autonomous drones, from being stolen and reverse-engineered by an adversary.

In previous work, we have developed techniques for constructing one-time programs based on isolated qubits, such as nuclear spins in solid-state quantum systems. To improve the efficiency of these constructions, we are now investigating new techniques that use program obfuscation, in concert with isolated qubits. These techniques use fewer qubits, and are more robust to noise. 



[1] [bookmark: _GoBack]Z. Ji, Y.-K. Liu, and F. Song. Pseudorandom Quantum States. Proceedings of CRYPTO 2018. Lecture Notes in Computer Science 10993, 126-152.

Robust Quantum Process Tomography via Phase Retrieval

Yi-Kai Liu

Ingo Roth (Free University of Berlin)

Richard Kueng (Caltech)

Shelby Kimmel (Middlebury College)

David Gross (University of Cologne)

Jens Eisert (Free University of Berlin)

Martin Kliesch (Heinrich Heine University Dusseldorf)

Felix Krahmer (Technical University of Munich)



Quantum process tomography is the task of characterizing an unknown quantum operation, such as a gate operation performed by a quantum computer. This is done for calibration purposes, and to diagnose possible sources of error. Ultimately, this is a crucial step towards implementing quantum error correction, and fault-tolerant quantum computation. 

In practice, the accuracy of quantum process tomography is limited by state preparation and measurement (SPAM) errors. To obtain accurate estimates, one must resort to alternative characterization procedures, such as randomized benchmarking (RB) and gate set tomography (GST). These methods are robust to SPAM errors, but they have significant drawbacks: RB is much less informative than conventional process tomography, while GST is much more resource intensive.

In our recent work [2], we develop a new method for quantum process tomography that is robust to SPAM errors, and avoids the main drawbacks of RB and GST. The key idea is to focus on processes that are close to unitary operations, which can be written in the form 



Many processes that arise in practice, such as quantum gates and coherent errors, belong to this class. 

For these processes, we show that tomography can be performed more efficiently, by combining algorithms from compressed sensing and phase retrieval with robust measurements based on interleaved RB. In particular, we use random Clifford measurements, and a variant of the PhaseLift semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation.

To justify our method for robust tomography of unitary processes, we provide a rigorous theoretical analysis, which upper-bounds the required number of random Clifford measurements, as well as the error in the reconstruction of the unknown process. This analysis required several technical innovations, including an adaptation of Mendelson’s small-ball method for proving recovery guarantees in compressed sensing and phase retrieval, and a new characterization of the low-order moments of certain representations of the Clifford group. This builds on a line of work by several researchers at NIST and elsewhere. 

Finally, we are continuing to investigate methods for phase retrieval using different kinds of measurements, such as random Bernoulli measurements [3]. This has applications in optical imaging, in situations where one can only measure the intensity of the light field, and not its phase.



[2] I. Roth, R. Kueng, S. Kimmel, Y.-K. Liu, D. Gross, J. Eisert, and M. Kliesch. Recovering quantum gates from few average gate fidelities. Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 170502 (Oct. 2018).

[3] F. Krahmer and Y.-K. Liu. Phase Retrieval Without Small-Ball Probability Assumptions. IEEE Trans. Info. Theory 64:1 (Jan. 2018), 485-500.

Correlated Noise in Quantum Devices

Yi-Kai Liu

Alireza Seif (University of Maryland)
Mohammad Hafezi (University of Maryland)



Noise and decoherence are an important concern in the development of quantum devices for metrology and computation. In order to realize quantum advantages at these tasks, one must mitigate the effects of noise, using a combination of better experimental hardware, more sophisticated quantum control techniques, and active quantum error correction. These problems are becoming increasingly challenging, as experimentalists start to build so-called NISQ (noisy intermediate-scale quantum) devices. These devices can have tens to hundreds of qubits, with noise levels that are low but still non-negligible. 

To this end, it is important to have mathematical models that can accurately describe noise processes on many qubits over fairly long time scales. In particular, it is important to understand temporal correlations in noise (e.g., non-Markovian memory effects), and spatial correlations (e.g., cross-talk between qubits). While there is a large literature on this subject, we believe that new approaches may be needed to address NISQ devices. In this project, we are taking a first step in this direction, by developing methods for characterizing sparse cross-talk among many qubits using compressed sensing.

In addition, we are investigating an approach called quantum system tomography, where one tries to discover the sources of noise in a quantum device, by looking at the classical “side information” that leaks out of the device into its environment. 













If you are planning to edit last year's summary to create this year's,
then please start with the PUBLISHED version (see link below) rather
than the version you originally submitted. I edit every one of these,
and I seem to be making the same editorial changes over again
year-after-year.

I attach some good examples of project summaries from the past.
The summaries submitted last year are all contained in the Division's
yearly report: https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8208

      -----------------------------------------------------------
          PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR REPORTS TO Lochi.Orr@nist.gov BY
                     **** Friday DEC 21 ****
      -----------------------------------------------------------

Submit as either Word file (preferred) or ASCII text. It's OK to include
equations; if you submit ASCII insert the equations as LaTeX and we'll
reformat them for Word. (If you would rather submit LaTeX, submit both the
.tex file and a formatted .pdf file so that we can make sure we do the
conversion correctly.)

When submitting, please suggest which of the following categories your
project summary applies to:

          Mathematics of Metrology
          High Performance Computing and Visualization
          Advanced Materials
          Quantum Information
          Foundations of Measurement Science for Information Systems
          Mathematical Knowledge Management

I am also looking for project descriptions which could be expanded upon
to produce a FEATURE, i.e. a particularly notable advance which could be
highlighted in a 2-4 page article.  If you have published a notable paper
this year please consider doing a feature. I will need 4-6 of these.
(You don't need to do a project summary if you do a feature on the same topic.)

Please contact me if you have an idea for a feature. These are formatted
differently and have different requirements.

Thanks for your help in producing this!  The result is an impressive accounting
of the great work of ACMD that helps justify our ability to continue to do it.

Ron

https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8208

